	
  
	
  

ABOUT INAMOJO
Inamojo™ offers wellbeing programs for children of elementary /
primary school age.
Our Mission is to help equip children with life-tools and life-skills
for life-long wellbeing. Inamojo programs nurture creativity and
imagination through play whilst addressing all levels of healthy
developmental growth: physical, cognitive, emotional and social.
The ever-accelerating pace of change in the world means that the children of today in
some ways have more opportunities than ever before – but they also face greater
challenges.
Over-stimulation, over-medication, family fragmentation and dietary issues are all
contributing to the increasing incidence of health-related disorders (physical, emotional
and mental) among our children. Diagnoses of autism spectrum disorder are on the rise.
Obesity and eating disorders are endemic. The negative impacts of bullying are
amplified dramatically by new technologies such as social media. Our children can too
often be left feeling confused, anxious, isolated and fearful, with no real sense of how to
navigate their way through life.
Inamojo wellbeing programs have been created to help address these issues, giving
young children a set of helpful tools and skills with which to deal with life’s challenges as
they grow.
Weaving original music and stories with mindful practices such as meditation, breathawareness, expressive movement and art, inamojo wellbeing programs nurture children
on inner journeys of self-enquiry, self-discovery, and self-awareness.
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Inamojo is based on the eastern integrative ‘map’ of the chakra system, together with
Jungian psychology and a variety of contemporary Early Childhood Development
theories. These foundations are not discussed explicitly in inamojo classes, obviously,
but they underpin and drive the key developmental themes in each class: trusting
instincts; emotional expression; self-esteem; compassion; communication; intuition and
imagination; and self-awareness.
Inamojo follows the same format each week (story > dance > art > discussion), and each
class covers a different theme and learning experience. By using the same format,
children become familiar with the class structure and can move further into their own
experiences.
The first 9-week program, a series of classes called "Naga's Curse", has been created
for children between the ages of 5 and 8.
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Introduction:
Red class:
Orange class:
Yellow class:
Green class:
Blue class:
Indigo class:
Violet class:
Integration:

Introducing the characters and storyline.
Learning to trust instincts.
Coping with, and expressing, emotions.
Explores self-esteem, confidence, courage.
Addresses jealousy, compassion, love.
Effective communication, assertiveness.
Imagination, dreams, and goals.
Self-awareness, thinking, meta-cognition.
Revisits key elements of the program.

	
  
"We have been very impressed by the opportunity inamojo has provided to
our students. The wonderful blend of story, dance and art has enabled
them to explore and express their feelings as they respond to 'the journey
of Naga'. We see this program as an integral part of our Early Years
experience for our students".
John Chiswell, Principal, Macclesfield Primary School (Victoria, Australia)
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WHAT DOES AN INAMOJO CLASS LOOK LIKE?
Peek inside a class and you will see the children wiping away dragon sneeze with
feathers, or moving like wolves. They may be creating art in a magic circle, or reaching
up like trees. The classes are playful, creative and full of magic, as this is how children
best learn life-skills and life-tools.
We aim to assist the children to integrate their inamojo experience into daily life, so they
have tools and knowledge to help them grow.

WHO IS BEHIND INAMOJO?
Natalie Southgate and Anna Kelly founded Inamojo™ in 2013.
In 1998, Natalie created Chakradance™ the internationally acclaimed healing modality
for adults, combining her training in dance, psychology and chakra healing.
Anna brings over 16 years of combined experience as a yoga teacher and holistic
therapist. And for many years Anna has taught yoga and wellbeing to children in
schools, kindergartens and in her yoga school.
Inamojo programs draw on the combined experience of Natalie and Anna, but also
benefit from significant input from principals, teachers, educational psychologists,
parents … and, of course, from children.
This first program, “Naga’s Curse”, has been successfully piloted at Macclesfield
Primary School in Victoria, Australia. It is now a regular feature of that school’s
curriculum, and is being rolled out to other State schools in Victoria.

For more information, please visit www.inamojo.com
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